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MESSAGE TO THE WORLD

THE LIGHT

Your Holiness
Your Majesty
Mr President
Mr/Mrs Prime Ministers
Ladies and Gentlemen

As You are Aware - This World has to be a society of all nations and a field for their cultural development and progress, equal and beautiful for everyone, everywhere and anytime regardless of race, religion, status and belief. This will be the first step towards the Universe, the place where we belong. One kingdom with one law for everyone and everything on the earth and the Universe. The Kingdom and the Law of Love, Truth and Light which is same for every dimension of our very existence in the World and Kingdom of Light, in the world full of mutual recognition, respect and love.

As you are aware at this stage our future is our planet, therefore our Universe as a universal equal and peaceful brotherhood of all nations and civilizations and their field of cultural development and progress without double standards and discriminations. Learning from the past we have to start to build our presence as a space and time full of joy and happiness for everyone, everywhere and in any time from now on, because people are same in their needs, in their love, grief and happiness. That will be the creation of our future as a society with cultural competition between nations and individuals, between business and corporations all over the world and the universe. That is what we need and so be it - peace, opportunity, progress, hope and future for millions of hearts and souls around the planet.

Your great respect, understanding and influence will be a remarkable contribution towards universal brotherhood of man. Small effort for you, great step ahead for whole society. We have to achieve this by working together. The times of heroes and individuals are far behind us as a past. However, we have to glorify and learn from the past, to build, plan and live with happiness in the present creating the future. That is the only way we could say to each other with respect and compassion: Welcome to my world, Welcome to the World and Kingdom of Light!

Part of our future is in your hands and in your mind - yesterday as a dream, today as a initiative and tomorrow as a reality. So let's make this dream to became reality as a masterpiece of all of us, therefore a masterpiece of all nations and ethnic groups, minorities and so on. If we build the future World together, we will enjoy it together. This World has to be equally beautiful for everyone everywhere and in any time. The shepherd is happy when all the sheep are together in the heard, they are more stronger, more happier, they are one family. It is time for us to be one happy family from the beautiful planet Earth, it is time for us to become humans in the real meaning and to overcome our selfdestroying evolution until now as our curse! It is time to give soul and life to this planet so let us rich the LIGHT!

With all my love, truth and light, Yours sincerely

VASKO